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Conference report - Brutal video
games reward violence: Scipione

NSW Police Commissioner, Andrew
Scipione AO APM opened the Violence
in the media: the stories and the science conference at the Parliament of New South
Wales on July 18. In his remarks, Commissioner Scipione expressed his concerns about the role of violent media in
making violent acts seem acceptable.
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Professor Barbara Krahé from Germany
summarised the compelling research and
risks to the young from ongoing exposure
to glamorised violence, and described an
ongoing program in schools in Germany
which had been successful in encouraging
students to moderate their exposure.

From left: Professors Gentile, Huesmann,
Krahé and Anderson

Commissioner Scipione

His remarks were given wide media coverage, including in Clarissa Bye’s piece in
the Daily Telegraph. Commissioner Scipione indicated that he believed that young
people are being desensitised by spending
hours acting out deadly scenarios on their
computer screens.
“The thing that’s concerning me is the
prevalence of people who are at this stage
not just prepared to carry a knife, but prepared to use it,” Mr Scipione said.
“That has increased significantly.” He said
he had reached the conclusion that there
was “nothing more potentially damaging
than the sort of violence they’re being exposed to, be it in movies, be it in console
games they’re playing.”

Professors L Rowell Huesmann and Craig
Anderson tacked the issues of why the research is not being fully believed and adequately acted upon. Prof Anderson said
that it was the role of science to provide
factual answers to key questions; to suggest
potential policies which could work, and to
test them. Evidence-based public policies
were most needed when a significant risk
was identified, a significant population was
affected and was a public health issue. He
was critical of what he called “situational
science” where the controversies got most
of the emphasis. The deniers were, in effect, repudiating major research methods,
claiming major research domains are badly
flawed, and that social and child psychology and meta-analyses lacked validity. He
described the many tactics used by deniers
to trash the findings of legitimate experts.

“How can it not affect you if you’re a young
adolescent growing up in an era where to
be violent is almost praiseworthy, where
you engage in virtual crime on a daily basis
and many of these young people (do) for
hours and hours on end,” he said.
Representatives from a wide cross section of government, industry, and community groups, politicians and academics, heard evidence from four well
respected international researchers into
the impacts of exposure to media violence.
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campaign to refuse notoriety for the perpetrators. This should include not publicising
their names, photos, or beliefs, but rather
show photos of victims, and how horrible
their suffering and the damage was, and
ways we can help.
Professor Elizabeth Handsley called for
an evidence-based classification system
which better protected children from risky
portrayals of violence, and Dr Wayne Warburton discussed the way media coverage
of domestic violence can have adverse social impacts.
The concluding panel, which included
much-loved actor Noni Hazlehurst, ABC
award winning journalist Sally Sara, and
senior NSW Health adviser on child protection, Professor Graham Vimpani contributed their varied insights on the issues
of children’s exposure to violence. As Noni
said “ there is much more to offer children
than we have on offer“, and stressed the
importance of the stories we tell them.

From left: Sally Sara, Professor Vimpani,
Noni Hazlehurst and Dr Warburton
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In his review of the way violent massacres are reported in the news media,
Professor Doug Gentile called for a
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Our guest editorialist, Dr Glenn C. Cupit, is a
member of the ACCM executive and one of our
media spokespeople.
My granddaughter is obsessed with Warrior Cats.
She buys every book, reads them over and over,
uses computer graphics to design her own WC
characters, writes WC stories of her own, and has
her own WC persona; which means we have to get
used to having greetings met with her trademark
hissing growl. All good fun! But then we chanced
to watch the WC webcasts she was also addicted
to and her father immediately banned them. The
content of the webcasts represented a level of
graphic violence far beyond what was suggested
by the rest of the material.
Have you noticed that very few contemporary
children’s narratives are created in only one
platform? Whether they originate as books,
films, television series, or toys, they are soon also
available in a range of other platforms designed
to maximise the producers’ profits by clever
cross-promotion. Many also generate a second
generation of ‘fan’ produced materials, like my
granddaughter’s stories and characters, but
produced by much older people.

This variety of vehicles
creates a need for parents
to be vigilant, particularly,
but not exclusively, online.
The impact of a read story
is limited by the child’s
own imagination, but
when transformed into
a visual medium, the
child is exposed to what
Dr C Glenn Cupit
the adult creator of the
images can imagine. And
while material created by the original owners of
the narrative will be constrained by their need to
avoid alienating potential parent purchasers, no
such constraints limit fan fiction or fan imagery.
It is not that the effect is always negative, but it
can be. So, just be a bit cautious when a child’s
loved book or television cartoon is made into
a film; it may have a quite different impact on
your child; or when your child asks to go onto
websites the content of which you know as quite
acceptable books or toys. In fact, be cautious
whenever material you know in any form is
recreated in another; it may not be quite what
you imagined.

ACCM is a national,
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to promote a quality media
environment for Australian
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may be reproduced without
permission of the Editor.
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ACCM presents Little Big Shots: Australia’s International Film Festival for Kids in Adelaide. There will
be a festival atmosphere with entertainment before and after each film session (approx. 60 mins
long) with local youth circus Cirkidz and others performing, you will have the chance to vote for
your favourite short film and win prizes, there will be popcorn and refreshments available and
much more.
Suitable for kids 3 and over, Little Big Shots features short films from all over the world that kids
(and parents) will love!
Palace Nova Cinemas
Rundle St, Adelaide
Friday 7th October 2016

Saturday 8th October, 2016

10am - Mice and Moon - Ages 3+

10am - Cows and Circuses - 3+

11:30am - Pirates and Bunnies - 5+

11:30am - Critters and Rascals - 5+

1pm - Parrots and Robots - 7+

1pm - Heroes and Villians - 7+

2:30pm - Best of the Fest 2016 - 5+

2:30pm - Best of the Fest 2016 - 5+

All tickets: $12
More information and booking:
childrenandmedia.org.au/events/little-big-shots-film-festival
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EVENTS
Practising Positive Education:
A Healthy Digital Diet Conference
Teachers, Psychologists, Academics,
and School Leaders Day
Friday 2 September 2016
8am-4pm
Parents Day
Saturday 3 September 2016
8.30am-1.30pm
Knox Grammar School, Sydney
https://healthydigitaldiet.net/
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WORLD NEWS
New programs for preschoolers.

There is news of two new programs for
Australian preschoolers.
Sydney-based animation producer Cheeky
Little Media has announced that the program Kazoops will debut on ABC KIDS
from August 1. The series is already showing in the UK on CBeebies, the BBC children’s network.
Kazoops is an animated series for preschoolers and follows the adventures of
six-year-old Monty and his best friend,
Jimmy Jones the loyal family pet pig.
In each episode Monty and Jimmy Jones
confront grown up preconceptions about
the world such as ‘you have to wear matching socks’ or ‘all games need rules’ and in
doing so demonstrate the value of critical
thinking and creative play.
Each episode is set to a song written and
recorded by Australian singer/songwriter
Scott Langley.
Kazoops is animated in CG, but looks like
claymation. It aims to create worlds that
children could make themselves with simple craft materials.
http://if.com.au/2016/07/13/article/
Cheeky-Little-Medias-Kazoops-set-tolaunch-on-ABC-KIDS/UJAURQKQHY.
html
Meanwhile another new series, Balloon
Barnyard, is being made in Queensland.
The series follows the adventures of Pip
and Streak, a pair of donkeys with superhero ambitions who will do anything to
help out their farmyard friends. Of course,
things don’t always go as planned.

Aimed at two to four year olds, Balloon
Barnyard explores social and emotional
issues through humour and fun. The balloon-inspired design is bright and colourful. Each episode is narrated by one of two
local actors, 8 year old Patrick and 9 year
old Cleo.

able female characters, games still depict
female characters more often in secondary
roles and sexualise them more than primary characters. The researchers reported
finding the same amount of sexualisation
in both games rated for adults and those
rated as OK for teenage players.

The series is being produced for Disney
Channel Australia and will be launched at
MIP Junior later this year. It is due to be
completed in December 2016 and will be
distributed worldwide by the Australian
Children’s Television Foundation.

http://www.business-standard.com/article/news-ani/with-time-sexualisationof-female-video-game-characters-hasdiminished-116071900716_1.html

http://actf.com.au/news/10289/new-preschool-animation-in-production-fordisney-australia

Sexualisation in games decreases

A new US study published in the Journal of
Communication has found that the sexualisation of female video game characters has
diminished in recent years.
Researchers at Indiana University, examined portrayals of playable female characters from 1983 to 2014 in 571 different
games. It is the first study to take a comprehensive look at female characters from
actual game play and over such a long period of time and extensive range of games.
Previous studies have tended to look at
female characters on box covers and advertisements or have been limited to top selling games.
The researchers found that the sexualisation of female characters peaked in the
1990s and has diminished since 2007.
However, traditionally male-oriented genres (e.g. fighting) have more sexualized
characters than role-playing games and despite an increase in games featuring play-

Social media & moral development

According to a poll commissioned by The
Jubilee Centre for Character and Virtues based
at the University of Birmingham, more
than half of UK parents think social media
sites like Facebook and Twitter hamper the
moral development of their children.
The survey also found that 40% of parents
are either concerned or extremely concerned about the negative impact of social
media on young people.
The survey of 1,738 parents of children
aged 11 to 17 was commissioned as part
of the Jubilee Centre’s project on the Influence of Parents and the Media, which is looking at the impact of social media on young
people’s moral character, particularly with
regard to empathy and honesty.
It is hoped that the research will provide
information on which regulation techniques might be most successful in influencing adolescents’ social media use, and
mediating the impact of social media use
on their moral development.
http://www.jubileecentre.ac.uk/1586/
projects/current-projects/the-influenceof-parents-and-the-media

